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Current theories of coalition formation in decision processes of systems at the level
of the group lack generality in that some theories do not predict which coalitions are
likely to form while others make predictions
in only a narrow range of conditions. A
model of coalition formation is proposed which predicts coalition formation in a variety
of situations.
Comparisons
between predicted and observed results of studies using
different coalition paradigms
show considerable
empirical support for the model. Despite some ambiguity in specifying the effects of some situational variables, the model
provides a framework
with which to study the processes of coalition formation and to
examine the effects of such situational
factors.
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fever,these solution concepts do not yield
Ipredictions about the likelihood of various
cQalitions, and despite these theoretical developments, very little progress has been
'made to develop a theory that predicts
which coalitions are likely to form, as well
as the payoffs to the coalition members.
~Although several descriptive theories that
~predict both of these response measures
Ihavebeen proposed (Gamson, 1961a; 1964;
:Komorita & Chertkoff, 1973; Komorita,
11974),all of these theories are restricted to
isituations in which the value (reward, prize)
",:associated with all "winning" coalitions is
[,constant (a simple game).. A more serious
:problem is that such descriptive theories
I'require the assignment
of resources
(weights, votes, etc.) to each of the players,
landwithout such resource assignment, pre~di~tions ca~ot be deri"~ed. The purpose of
,!this paper IS to descrlbe and evaluate a
Itheory of coalition formation that predicts
"iboth coalition formation and reward divi,Isionin situations in wbich the prize is either
Iconstant or variable, and where resources
~are
,-- not assigned to the players.
I The preparation of this paper was supported by
-the National Science Foundation Grant BNS77-09542.
The author expresses his appreciation to James Kahan, David Kravitz, Amnon Rapoport, Alvin Roth,

THE EQUALEXCESSMODEL
The basic principle underlying :the equal
excess model is that an individual's "bargaining strength" in negotiatio~ is based
on the alternative coalitions the person can
form. This conceptualization qf bargaining
strength (bargaining power) is pased on
Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) concept of
"comparison level for alternatives," and is
also the basis of the bargaining th~ory (Komorita & Chertkoff, 1973) of coalition formation. A second basic principle $derlying
the theory is that members of a,'potential
coalition are most likely to agree on a division based on sharing equally the excess of
wb"it can be gained by the coalition, relative
to the total outcomes if each chose his best
alternative. This idea of equal shares of the
excess is a derivation of Nash's solution
(Nash, 1950, 1953) to the general bargaining
problem, and is consistent with the predictions of Aumann and Maschler's (1964) bargaining set.
As with almost all theories of coalition
formation, we shall assume that individuals
are motivated to maximize expected. payoffs. However, unlike other theories, we
shall also assume that maximizing expected
reward is not the only motivational basis of
coalition behavior, and shall assume that
and Reinhard Selten for their comments and suggestions on earlier drafts of the manuscript. They are not
responsible, of course, for any deficiences in the final
version.
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social psychological motives also play an
important role. In addition, we shall assume
that the value of each coalition represents
utilities and that utilities are transferable
and conserved (cf. Luce & ~aiffa, 1957;
Rapoport, 1970). To simplify the presentation, we shall first restrict ourselves to the
case in which the value of the grand coalition (the coalition of all players) is zero, and
illustrate the predictions of the model with
the following three-person game described
by Riker (1971):
v(A)
v(AB)

= v(B) = v( C) = 0; v(ABC) = 0;
= 6;

v(AC)

= 5;

v(BC)

= 4;

where A, B, and C denote the three players,
and v( ) denotes the value of each possible
coaliton.
In the initial stage of coalition formation
persons must decide which of the possible
coalitions they wish to form, and given this
cpoice, they must decide on their initial
demands in the negotiations. Assumptions
(1) and (2) specify the preferences of the
individuals and the nature of their expectations during the various stages of negotiations.
Assumption
1. In the prenegotiation
phase of coalition formation, individuals
will prefer and attempt to form the coalition
that maximizes initial expectation, given
by:
(1)

E?s = v(S)/s

where E?s denotes the initial expectation of
individual i in coalition S; v(S) denotes the
value of coalition S; and s denotes the number of persons in coalition S.
For Riker's three-person game described
earlier, the initial expectations in each of
the two-person coalitions are: 3 each for A
and B in the AB coalition; 2% each for A
and C in the A C coalition; and 2 each for B
and C in the BC coalition. Since the AB
coalition maximizes initial expectation for
both A and B, Assumption (1) implies that
A and B are most likely to initiate negotiations. In negotiating the division of rewards, it is assumed that the players will
base their demands on their expectations in
alternative coalitions: The better the quality of their alternatives, relative to the alternatives of other players, the greater their

Behavioral Science, Volume 24.1979

bargaining s~rength (T~ibaut & Kelley,
1959; Komonta, 1977). Smce there will be
a discrepancy between the expectations
(demands) of the players, one or more players must make concessions to reach an
agreement. Assumption (2) specifies the nature of concessions that are likely to be .
made during various stages (rounds) of ne- .
gotiations.
Assumption 2. The expectations of the
players will change over successive rounds
of negotiations. Based on such changes in
expectations, if a coalition forms after a
given round of offers, the most likely coalition is (me in which such expectations are"
jointly maximized for all players in the coalition, and the most likely reward division
is given by the equal excess norm, as follows:
(2)

E'is = max Errl
S=FT
+ (v(S)

- Lmax

Ej;;l)/S

where E'is denotes the expectation of individual i in coalition S on round r; max
E'i;;ldenotes individual i's maximum expectation in alternative coalitions 011round r

-

1; and the summation

is over the mem-

bers of coalition S. A round will be defined
as a sequential process in which each person makes an offer or counteroffer, and
each person accepts or rejects offers which
were received.
The numerator term of Eq. (2) denotes:
the difference between the value of coali.
tion S and the sum of the maximum alternative expectations of the players in coalition S. It can be seen that if v(S) exceeds
the sum of the players' expectations, Assumption (2) implies that they will agree to
divide the excess equally. On the first round
of negotiations, if players A and B decide
to negotiate with each other, player A's
maximum expectation is 2.5 in the AC coalition, while B's maximum expectation is
2.0 in the BC coalition. Substituting these
values of max E?T in Eq. (2), we have:
E1(AB)= 2.5 + [6.0 - (2.5 + 2.0)]/2 = 3.25,
Eh(AB)= 2.0 + [6.0 - (2.5 + 2.0)]/2 = 2.75.
Hence, if the AB coalition should form on
the first interchange Qf offers, the model
predicts that the most likely reward divi-
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computer simulation studies of "sequential
games of status." They found large differIt is implicitly assumed that there will be ences in the frequencies of various coalitions when bargaining persistence (trial duindividual differences in the competitiveness of the players, e.g., some persons as- ration) was low, but when bargainmg persigned to position A may accept a share of sistence was high, coalition frequencies
3.25,but others may demand a larger share. were closer to equal likelihood. Moreover,
Hence, for persons with a high level of similar effects of bargaining persistence on
aspiration, additional rounds (offer-coun- coalition outcomes were found by Vinacke
teroffer sequences) may be required to (1962).
The predicted changes in expectations
reach an agreement.
For subsequent rounds of offers, Table 1 over rounds are also consistent with the
shows the predictions of the model based predictions of the bargaining theory of coon iterations of Eq. (2). It can be seen that alition formation (Komorita & Chertkoff,
the expectations of player A increase over 1973), and have been supported in a study
successive rounds of negotiations, in both by Komorita and Moore (1976). The basis
,'the AB and AC coalitions, while the expec- of these changes in expectations is that
i tations of player C decrease in bo~h the A C both players B and C are expected to send
and BC coalitions. The expectation of offers to player A in the initial encounter.
player B, on the other hand, increases in These offers are expected to increase player
the BC coalition, but decreases in the AB A's level of aspiration and to increase his
coalition. At the asymptote, note that the demands on subsequent rounds. CorreI predicted shares of the players equal their spondingly, the increasing demands of
, maximum expectations
in alternative coa- player A are expected to lower the levels of
aspiration of players B and C in the AB and
litions. This implies that once an agreement
AC coalitions, respectively, and to decrease
is reached at the asymptotic predicted
i value, the players
will not be tempted to their demands on subsequent rounds.
, defect from the coalition.
ASSUMPTIONSABOUTTHE BARGAINING
! Since each player is assumed to maximize
PROCESS
. expectation, Table 1 implies that if a coalition forms in the early rounds of negotiaAssumptions (1) and (2) specify the preftions, the AB coalition is most likely to erences of the players in the initial stage of
occur, and the BC coalition is least likely to coalition formation, and the expectations of
occur. However, as the number of rounds
the players over successive rounds of nee
~required to reach agreement increases, the gotiations. It was also implied that individ~likelihood of the AB coalition should de- ual differences in level of aspiration (comcrease, and the likelihood of the BC coali- petitiveness) can be expected. If all players
tion should increase. Theoretically, if an are highly competitive, many rounds of negotiations are likely to be required before
, indefinite number of rounds are required
an agreement is reached, and the asymp; (the asymptotic expected values), the three
I:coalitions should be equally likely. This totic expectations are likely to yield the
predicted relationship between bargaining, best estimate of payoffs. However, if the
, duration
(rounds) and coalition outcomes
players are not competitively motivated,
is consistent with the results obtained by few rounds may be required, and the expecFriend, Laing, and Morrison (1977) on their tations on the early rounds are likely to

Ispectively.
sion is 3.25-2.75

for players A and B, re-
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TABLE 1
PREDICTIONSOF MODELFORRIKER'S (1971) THREE-PERSON GAME.
Coalition
AB
AC
BC

gxpectation.. over round..

0
3.0-3.0
2.5-2.5
2.0-2.0

2

3.25-2.75
3.00-2.00
2.25-1.75

3.37-2.62
3.25-1.75
2.38-1.62

:11

I
ii
,I

Asymptote
:1.50-2.50
3.50-1.50
2.50-1.50

3.49-2.51
:1.48-1.52
2.48- 1.52
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yield the best estimate of payoffs. Thus,
there is a certain 'degree of indeterminancy
built into the model regarding the round on
which an agreement is likely to be reached.
Although. a round was defmed as a process in which each person makes an offer
or counteroffer and each person accepts or
rejects any offers received, the nature of
such a sequence would depend upon the
nature of the experimental situation. For
example; a round would be quite different
if reciprocity of choices is required prior to
negotiations between the players, as in
Gamson's (1961b) "convention paradigm,"
as contrasted with a round where all players
are allowed to communicate in a face-toface situation. This assumption about the
effects of situational factors is consistent
with Riker's (1971) distinction between the
informal (bargaining) rules of a game and
the formal rules (characteristic function) of
the game. Mo're importantly, this assumption follows directly from the findings of
Friend, Laing, and Morrison, who found
that bargaining persistence and duration
had important effects on coalition -outcomes. They hypothesize that bargaining
persistence "increases with extrinsic motivation (e.g., magnitude of game reward),
intrinsic motivation (e.g., competitiveness
of players), and ease of communication
(e.g., face-to-face bargaining versus note
passirlg), and decreases with time pressure
to reach agreement or other time-related
costs" (1977, p. 296). Accordingly, it will be
assumed that the following situational variables determine whether an agreement is
reached in the early or late rounds of negotiations: .
(1) Competitiveness of the players. To
the extent that all players are highly motivated to maximize reward, an agreement is
likely in the late stages of negotiations.
(2) Size of stakes. If the players are negotiating for points or for very small monetary stakes (relative to the value of time
required to reach agreement),' an early
agreement is likely. However, if the stakes
are relatively large, an agreement in the
later stages is more likely.
(3) Familiarity and experience with coalition games. It is assumed that sophisticated, experienced bargainers are likely to
converge to the asymptotic predicted valBohaviol"al Science. Volume 24, 1979

ues at a faster rate than inexperienced b
gainers. It is plausible that experience~
players are more likely to recognize whei
their demands are "unreasonable" anc
when concessions are necessary to disrup1
coalitions that exclude them.
(4) Restrictions on communication anc
the amount of information. Assuming play.
ers seek information regarding the prefer.
ences and expectations of the other players
any procedure that restricts communica,
tion among the players is likely to inhibil
changes in expectations predicted by thE
model. For example, if a tentative agreement is reached by members of a potentia:
coalition, and if this information is nOl
available to the excluded players, they will!!
not know that concessions are necessary to!!
disrupt the tentative coalition. Hence, it;
they fail to make tempting offers to one or::,I
more members

of the tentative

coalition

a:1

permanent agreement may be reached by
the coalition members on an early round.!
In accordance with the above hypotheses;
regarding the situational variables that are;
likely to affect the round on which an agreement is reached, we shall adopt the following criteria ("working hypotheses") to eval~
uate the predictions of the proposed model: .
(1) If the results of an experiment are based
on paid volunteers; who played the game,
for relatively large stakes, in a repeated:
measures design, with few restrictions on
communication
and information;
the
asymptotic values will be used; (2) if subjects are required to participate (recruited
from a "subject pool"), played for relatively
small stakes, and some restrictions on in--'
formation and communication are imposed,
then the round 1 predictions of the model
will be used.
1

.

Thevalim~ofthreats
In negotiating the division of rewards,
Assumption (2) implies that an individual's
"bargaining strength" is based on the quality of his alternatives, and to justify his
share of the prize, each person is expected
to appeal to his maximum expectation in
alternative coalitions. Such threats to defect to an alternative coalition will be defined as valid (credible) only if the alter- ,
native coa:lition does not include other
members

of coalition

S. Otherwise, when

=i

ilt
'j
COALITION

such threats are made the other members
can counter the threat by refusing to join
the alternative coalition. This definition of
valid alternative is comparable to Aumann
andMaschler's (1964) concepts of "justified
objection and counterobjection," in their
.bargaining set theary of coalition formation. Because af this commonality, for
many types of games, the two models make
similar predictions regarding the reward divisionamong the coalition members.
To illustrate this definition of valid
threats, consider the following four-person
game:
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v(A)

=

v(B)

=

v( C)

= v(D) =

0; v(BC)

= v(BD) = v(CD) = 0;
v(AB) = v(AC) = v(AD) = 100;
v(ABC) = v(ABD) = v(ACD) = v(BCD)
= v(ABCD) = 100.

I This

game is called a simple

game,

a class

ofgames in which there are two subsets of
coalitians: "winning" and "losing" coali'utions. The value of all "winning" coalitions
is canstant (100 in this example) and the
value af all "losing" coalitions is also canstant (zero in this example):
Based on Eq. (1) and (2), Table 2 shows
the expectations af the players for all of the
.- "winning" coalitians, except the grand coalition (ABCD); the expectations far the
grand caalition is not included because they
are unifarmly less than thase for the other
coalitions. It can be seen that the two-personcaalitians (AB, AC, AD) mutually maximize expectations for all players, and the
madel predicts that these caalitians are
mast likely to accur. Far the purpose of
illustratian, however, let us suppase that
players A, B, and C have temporarily
agreed to form the ABC coalition and are
negatiating the divisian afrewards. Accardingto. Assumption (2), in order to. maximize
. hisshare afthe prize, persanA will threaten
I to defect to the AD caalitian, the coalition
with the maximum expected reward (his
,'

.

,
i
I
I
I,
I

best alternative). This alternative excludes
both B and C, and consequently, it is a
valid alternative. Now what alternatives do
Band C have? Player B might threaten to.
farm the AB caalitian, but player A is ane
of the members he is threatening. Since A
can refuse to join him, this is not a valid
alternative (credible threat). Although B
and C will not have a valid alternative
(accarding to this definition), it is reasonable to assume that they would use the
threat of the BCD coalition against A.
Hence, it will be assumed that if there is a
coalition for a subset of players-each
of
whom do not have a valid alternative as
individual players-such a coalition will be
used as a threat against the other members
of the potential coalition, and will be defined as a valid altern(Ltive for the subset.
This idea af valid alternatives for a subset
is camparable to Horowitz's (1973) extension of the bargaining set, to allow objections and counterobjections for subsets af
the players. The main implication af threat
credibility is that max EFi' in Eq. (2) is
restricted to the valid alternatives of each
player or subset of players.
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Reciprocity,
trust, and coalition formation
In a caalition situation individuals are
faced with a conflict between maximizing
their respective share of the prize and maximizing the prabability af being included in
the winning coalition. However, these two
factars are inversely related: The larger an
individual's demands, the smaller the
chance that they will be accepted. For example, in the four-persan simple game, if
player A persistently demanded a 70-30
split in the AB, AC, and AD coalitions, he
would encaurage the three "weaker" players to form the BCD coalition, the "weakunian," for an equal split of 33 each. But
such unreasonable demands by player A
may have very im,Partant cansequences in
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TABLE 2
PREDICTIONSOF MODELFOR FOUR-PERSONSIMPLE GAME.
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II

Expectations over rounds

Cualirions

0
50-50
33-33-33
33-33-33

i!!IAB,04(', AD
.iIIBCD
~,ABD.

I
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ACD

Asymptote
58-42
33-33-33
44-28-28

63-27
:13-33-33
50-25-25

66-34
33~33-33
56-22-22

11
.1

67-:33
:33-33-3:3
56-22-22
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subsequent encounters. Once the three
weaker players begin to initiate offers to
each other, a "common affective bond" may
develop among them. If the weaker players
reciprocate offers for a period of time, they
will have made a tentative commitment to
form the weak-union, and it may become
exceedingly difficult to defect from this
commitment. Based on these considerations, the following assumption is made
about the bargaining process.
Assumption 3. When the members of a
potential coalition reciprocate offers with
each other, a social norm (a commitment)
is likely to develop to form this coalition.
The larger the number of persons who
make such reciprocal offers, and the more
often they reciprocate offers, the more difficult it will become to defect from the
commitment.
The most important implication of Assumption (3) is that motives other than
maximizing reward are assumed to affect
coalition likelihood. For example, if the
members of the coalition predicted by Assumptions (1) and (2) begin to negotiate
with each other, one or more members of
the coalition may threaten to form alternative coalitions. If attempts are indeed
made to form such alternative coalitions,
feelings of trust and mutual accommodation will be reduced considerably, and the
other members are likely to retaliate. Obviously, such an escalation of the conflict is
not likely to facilitate a mutually agreeable
solution.
According to Assumption (3), therefore,
the more often members of a potential coalition reciprocate offers with each other,
the more likely it is that it will actually
form in the future; conversely, the more
often one or more members do not reciprocate offers, the more likely it is that attempts will be made to form alternative
coalitions. Assumption (3), though somewhat tautological, is intuitively plausible: If
a player makes repeated offers to form a
given coalition, and if such overtures are
not r.eciprocated, he is likely to lose all hope
of forming the coalition and his expectation
in the coalition should decrease markedly.
Another important implication of Assumption (3) is that it leads to the predic-

Behavioral Science.Volume 24. \979

tion that certain coalitions may be more
likely than others-despite
the fact that
expectations may be equal for the various
coalitions. For example, in Riker's threeperson game, the model predicts that expectations should converge asymptotically
to a solution of 3.5-2.5 for the AB coalition
3.5-1.5 for the AC coalition, and 2.5-1.5 fo;
the BC coalition (Table 1). The asymptotic
expectations of the three players are therefore equal for their respective alternatives.
However, Assumption (3) implies that if
players B and C have not been reciprocating offers to each other (implied by predictions on previous rounds), then at the
asymptotic level the AB and AC coalitions
will be more likely to occur than the BC
coalition.
With regard to the empirical support for
Assumption (3), Gullahorn and Gullahorn
(1963, 1964) simulated social interaction in
the triad, and found that simulated triads
tended to develop into a friendly pair and
an isolate. This outcome could be traced to
a process in which a pair of individuals'
mutually reinforced each other early in the
interaction sequence, and gradually led to
the exclusion of the third person. Hence,
Coleman (1964, 1965) has argued that coalition formation in the triad can be ex-,
plained on the basis of early mutual rein-;
forcement, and one need not invoke more i
complicated assumptions to explain such
outcomes. There is also indirect support fOl:'!
Assumption (3) from the results of studiE .,
by Esser and Komorita (1975) and Komo:
ita and Esser (1975), who found that in
dyadic bargaining situation a pre pro,
grammed strategy of reciprocating subjects
concessions yielded a higher proportion 01
agreements than when concessions werE
not reciprocated.

I

THE CASE OF SUPERADDITIVEGAMES

.

When the value of any coalition, includ
ing the grand coalition, is greater than 01
equal to the sum of the values of any dis
joint subsets of the coalition, it is called I
superadditive game. Our previous ex~
pIes were nonsuperadditive garnes, and'
such cases there is little incentive to for
large coalitions. In Riker's three-perso
game, suppose the value of the grand coa'
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'tion, hereafter denoted v( G), is equal to
,0instead ofzero. According to Eq. (1), the
itial expectation (E?a) will be 2.0 for each
yer. Since this expectation is less than
:expectation in theAB andAC coalitions
e Table 1), the model predicts that none
the players will attempt to form G. Since
rations of Eq. (2) yield expectations in G
It are uniformy less than those in the
o-person coalitions, when v( G) = 6, the
odel predicts that the grand coalition is
Jt likely to occur.
Suppose, however, that v( G) is larger
Ian 6.0. Table 3 shows the expectations of
Ieplayers when v( G) is equal to 6.0, 7.5,
ld 9.0. When v( G) = 7.50, the initial exdation in G is 2.50 for each player. In
Iffiparison with the values for the two!rson coalitions (Table 1), both players A
ld B will initially prefer the AB coalition,
It player C will be indifferent between AC
andG. On round 1, however, player C will
prefer G because it maximizes expectation,
It on what basis can he justify his expection of 2.17 in G? Note that in negotiams among all players in a game, non~ of
,em will have valid alternative coalitions
individual players, but all will have valid
ternatives as subsets of players. This
leans that each pair of players can
reaten the third player, and such threats
form the two-person coalitions should
highly credible. Accordingly, in the case
lere all players agree to form G and dele to negotiate the payoff division, it will
assumed that each player will appeal to,
ld base his demands on, his maximum
pectation in a subset of the grand coaliJll. Thus, when v( G) = 7.5, the model
lplies that players A and B will use the
reat of the AB coalition against player C
()lower his expectations and his demands.
Assuming player C lowers his demands as
predicted by the model, at about the third
l
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round of negotiations player B will be relatively indifferent between AB and G, and
by the fifth round all players will be relatively indifferent between the grand coalition and their expectations in the two-person coalitions. Hence, the model implies
that if player C lowers his demands in the
early rounds, he will induce player B to
reciprocate offers to form the grand coalition, and if players B and C induce player
A to reciprocate offers to form G, according
to Assumption (3), the grand coalition
should be likely to occur. With regard to
the predicted payoffs when v( G) = 7.5,note
that the asymptotic expectations of the
players are in equilibrium (the unique core
point) so that none of them will be tempted
to defect.
Finally, when v( G) = 9, Table 3 shows
that player C will prefer G at the outset,
while players A and B will be indifferent
between AB and G. By round 2, however,
all players will prefer G, and the grand
coalition is predicted to be highly likely.
These examples suggest that the likelihood
of the grand coalition increases monotonically with its value; moreover, as v( G) increases in value, an agreement to form G
becomes more likely in the early stages of
negotiations.
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EVALUATIONOF THE MODEL
To evaluate the validity of the proposed
model, we shall first consider some data
reported by Riker (1971) for the three-person game which we used to illustrate the
predictions of the model (Table 1). Riker
replicated this game in seven experiments
(total of 149 subjects), and although the
procedure and subject populations were not
entirely comparable, we shall pool his results over the seven experiments. In the
seven experiments there were 205 replications of this game, and Table 4 shows the

I
I
!

j
!
\

;
:

TABLE 3
PREDICTIONS o~ THE MODEL FOR RIKER'S THREE-PERSON

t
j!
!

:
GAME WHEN THE VALUE OF THE GRAND

COALITION(ABC) EQUALS6.0,7.5, AND9.0.

,

II

Expectations over rounds

<'(ABC)

0

liO
7.5
9.lI

,II
I'

Asymptote

2,00-2.00-2.00

2.17-2.17-1.67

2.50-2.50-2.50

2.67-2.67-2.17

3.00-3.00-3.00

3.17-3.17-2.67

2.58-2.lI8-1.33
3.lI8-2,58-1.83
:J.58-3.lI8-2.33

2.95-2.01-l.lI4
;1.45-2.51-1.54
a.95-3.01-2.lI4

:J.IJlI-2.oo-1.00
;1.50-2.50-1.50
4.lXl-3.oo-2.00
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TABLE 4

MEAN PROPORTION OF OCCURRENCE OF COALITIONS
(p) AND MEAN REWARD DIVISION. IN RIKER'S
(1971) THREE-PERSON GAME.
Coalitions
AB
p Division
.46 (3.44-2.56)

.

AC
p Division

BC
p Division

.30 (3.49-1.51)

.24 (2.49-1.51)

Shown in parentheses.

came close to the bargaining set, just
mine did. Lieberman's subjects, on tl
other hand, communicated by turrili
cards and for only a few moments. Sini
they were rushed for time, they cho!
what is probably the easiest method I
generating trust quickly, 'namely, equ
division (p. 65).
This explanation is, of course, complete
consistent with our assumption about sib
ational factors and rounds to. reach agre
ment: The greater the time pressure ti
reach agreement, the more likely an agrel
ment on the early rounds of negotiation
and the more likely an equal division of th
payoffs (round 0 estimate in Table 1).
should be noted, however, that Lieberm~
(1971), in a reply to Riker's explanatior
appropriately pointed out that his gam
was zero-sum while Riker's and Maschler'
games were nonzero-sum. Moreover, liE
berman argued that Riker:

frequencies of occurrence of the three coalitions and the mean payoffs in these coalitions. Since the model predicts that the
AB coalition should be most frequent (the
AB coalition was most frequent in six of
the seven experiments), the.frequency data
provide partial support for the model.
With regard to the predicted payoffs, the
asymptotic values for this game (Table 1)
coincide with the predictions of Aumann
and Maschler's (1964) bargaining set. In six
of the seven' experiments, subjects were
given special instructions in the game, deUsed the same .subjects repeatedly an
signed to make them sophisticated barpermitted or encouraged them to discus
gainers. Moreover, since relatively large
the task, its solution, and resolution out
stakes were involved ($4, $5, and $6 per
side of the experimental situation. . . . A1
pair), based on our assumption about situRiker points out, this procedure has thi
ational factors and ro.unds to reach agreeeffect of producing 'sophisticated' pla~
ment, we shall use the asymptotic values as
an estimate of the reward division. Table 4
and 'experienced' subjects (pp. 115-116)
shows that the asymptotic values yield a
Lieberman's counterclaim is also consist
very good estimate of the obtained values
ent
with our assumption that experienced
(except for the slightly low mean payoff for
sophisticated
bargainers are more likely t<
player A in the AB coalition).
'.
reach
an
agreement
on the late (asymp
In describing the results for one of the
totic) rounds of negotiations. Thus thl
seven experiments, Riker (1967) contrasts
claims made by both Riker and Liebermar
his results with the results obtained by
Maschler (1965) and by Lieberman (1962). are consistent with our assumption regard
ing situational factors and rounds to reac
Both Riker's and Maschler's results supagreement.
.
ported the predictions of the bargaining set
(as well as the proposed model). Lieberman,
Evaluation in superadditive
games
however, found a l~ge proportion of cases
For the case when v( G) > 0, we shall USI
(182 out of 320) in which the payoffs were
the data reported by Rapoport and Kahar
an equal split, thus contradicting the pre(1976). Subjects in their study were volun
dictions of the bargaining set. Accordingly,
teers
(undergraduate students), and werl
Riker (1967) argued that:
paid five cents per PQint as an incentive to
The differences among these experimenmaximize in the games. Each subject gaine<.
an average of $25.00 (in three-hour sessions
tal outcomes may be largely accounted
for by institutional factors built into the
once a week for three weeks). Subjects were
placed in separate rooms and bargaining'
experimental design. Maschler's subjects
bargained face-to-face
lengthily. As was conducted by teletypewriters. Hencef.
in accordance with our assumption that
might be expected, therefore, his subjects
.
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st as irounds" represent a parameter of the
significant amount to the rewards of the
I the
del, we shall use the asymptote as an two players; his three points (15 cents) may
imate of reward division.
well not represent a fair reward for the
:ning
:;ince
~ive three-person games were used and work of negotiation, and his efforts may
:hose
ble 5 shows the val\,les of the four possi- have been negligible" (p. 263). Their expla)d of
coalitions, the observed data, and the nation is quite plausible and suggests that
~dictionsof the model for the grand coa- other assumptions about the bargaining
~qual
ion. It can be seen that the asymptotic
process wilf be necessary to make more
Iyoff predictions yield reasonably accu- precise predictions about coalition likeetely
:eestimates of the observed values. With
lihood in superadditive games.
situard to the frequency data, Table 5 shows
With regard to the observed payoff data,
greeItwith the exception of game 5, the grand Rapoport and Kahan compared the pre:e to
lition occurred most frequently. Assum- dicted rewards of various theories and regreethat many rounds were required to ,port that the predictions of the bargaining
jons,
,ch agreement (supported by the payoff set were most accurate. Since the predicIfthe
Ita), based on expectations on successive
tions of the bargaining set for these games
1). It
unds of negotiations, it can be shown that
coincide
with the asymptotic values, these
rman
Ith players B and C become relatively
data also provide support for the proposed
ltion,
different between the grand coalition and model. Rapoport and Kahan also analyzed
game
coalition with player A. Assuming that
the first offer of each game, the first entry
Wer's
Iyers Band C initiate offers to form G, into the acceptance stage of each game, and
LieIyerA will be induced to reciprocate such the corresponding first offers and first ac'ers to form G, and according to Assumpceptances for the ultimately winning coalin (3), the grand coalition should be likely tion, and report that the offers at successive
, and
occur. This prediction is supported by stages were "more egalitarian in nature the
scuss
e fact that over four iterations of each earlier they occurred in the game, although
loutme, the frequencies of the grand coalition
the effects of the players' relative power
..As
:reased from 55% on the first iteration to was immediately manifested." They con.s the
% on the fourth iteration, strongly sug- clude that, "Games are characterized by a
play
ting that a group norm had developed to progression towards the M1<i)solution," (p.
.116).
m the grand coalition.
267), where M1(i)solution refers to the barasistgaining set predictions. Thus, the model is
This prediction, however, is inconsistent
need,
'th the frequency data for game 5, in supported not only for its asymptotic prerich the AB coalition was most frequent.
~lyto
dictions but also receives some support for
ymp:apoport and Kahan (1976) note that the the sequential changes in expectations over
; the
'
ifference between v(ABC) and v(AB) is rounds.
rman
tily3 points for game 5 (cf. Table 5), while
gardIfthe other four games, the differences are Evaluation in simple games
reach
least 18 points. Hence, they state that,
In a study by Selten and Schuster (1968),
layer C is not in a position to add any the following five-person, simple game was

!
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TABLE 5

11use

:ahan
olunwere
lve to
ained
;sions
,were
lining
.ence,
that

II

EAN DIVISION OF REWARDS AND MEAN PROPORTION OF OCCURRENCE, p(ABC), OF THE GRAND COALITION
AND PREDICTED REWARDS IN THREE-PERSON GAMES.'
Value of coalitions

Observed data

Game
c(AB)

,'(A C)

('(BC)

,'(ABC)

95
U5
95
106
118

90
90
88
86
84

65
85
81
66
50

120
140
127
124
12\

p(ASC)
,72
.75
.88
,78
.34t

division

Asymptotic
prediction"

55-37-28
60-52-28
52-43-32
57-44-23
88-45-8

58-3:1-28
58-53-28
49-42-36
61-41-21
74-40-6

Ii
;I
!

. I
!I
I

. Data from Rapoport and Kahan (1976),
The asymptotic predicted values are identical to the predictions of Aumann and Masch!er's bargaining set,

..

" t The AS coalitionwas most frequent in game5, with p(AS) = ,56,and a meanreward divisionof 71-47for A and S, respectively.
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used:

v(AX)

v(xxxx)=

= v(AXX)= v(AXXX) = have been greater. This hypothesis is c(

40; v(all others) = O. In this

sistent with the results reported by Hot
game, there is a single "strong" player (A) witz and Rapoport (1974), who used tJ
and four "weaker" players (X). The prize to same five-person game. In their study su
be divided was 40 deutsch marks (about jects communicated by teletypewrite~ a
$10 at the time), bpt in evaluating the the strong-weak alliance (AX) occurred
model we shall translate deutsch marks into 90% of the cases. Moreover, player Ail
proportional shares of the prize. There were mean payoff in the AX coalition was mucf
12 groups and each group negotiated in a greater th:m in Selten and Schuster's stud~
face-to-face situation, for a single trial of (72-29 split), and much closer to the asymp~
the game. Based on Eq. (1) and (2), it can totic predicted value of a 75-25 split.
:;
be shown that the strong-weak alliance
What is suggested here is an interactioI
(AX) is predicted to be most likely for a 67- b~tween situational variables and the struc,
33 split on round 1, and a 75-25 split at the ture of the game, such that in a game wherl
asymptote. Since subjects were paid vol- one person has a tremendous advantagl
unteers and played for relatively large over the other players, a face-to-face situ
stakes, we shall use the asymptotic payoff ation may make it easier to coordinate anc
predictions to evaluate the model.
"organize" the weak-union, making it dif
The AX coalition occurred in 8 of 12 ficult for the "strong" person to achieve thl
asymptotic payoff. Thus, a face-to-face sit
groups, the weak-union (XXXX> occurred
twice, and the AXXX and the grand coali- uation m.ay reduce 'the power of thl
tions each occurred once.' Thus, the fre- "strong" person, while restrictions on com..
quency data support the predictions of the munication and information may enhanci
model. However, the mean reward division his power.
for the AX coalition was 61-39 for Aand X,
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
respectively, and the payoff for player A is
considerably less than those predicted by
One of the basic assumptions of the equa
the model (67 on round 1 and 75 at the excess model is that coalition behavior is j
asymptote).
function of expectations and that change:
A plausible explanation of player A's low in expectations is a function of the qualit~
payoff is that in a face-to-face situation,
of offers a person receives over successivi
the weaker players were aware of offers and rounds of negotiations. Another importan
counteroffers among all players, and soon assumption is that the likelihood of a give!
realized that it was to their collective ad- coalition is a function of the pattern 0
vantage to form the weak-union against demands made by the players, and such'1
player A (rather than compete against each demands are also based on changing expec-.j
other). Hence, player A may have been tations. Hence, if a given player does not'
inhibited from increasing his demands over make appropriate concessions over rounds,
rounds, so as to tempt one of them to defect he may . induce the others to reciprocate .j':
from the commitment to the weak-union.'
offers WIth each other, and he may be exThis hypothesis is consistent with the re- eluded in the early stages of negotiations'i
sults of a study by Murnighan and Roth
However, if he makes appropriate conces-,
(1977), who varied communication and in- sions (as predicted by the model) so as to.'
formation among the players in a coalition disrupt the potential coalitions which ex-;
experiment. Their results showed that, "the
elude him, then at the asymptote all players
ability to communicate' helped foster should be indifferent between their respec- !
greater cooperation between the weaker tive alternative coalitions. In this case, the:
group's prior history of reciprocating offers
players" (p. 1344).
Thus, if communication among the play- (Assumption 3) will probably be an imporers had been "restricted in some way, it is tant factor that determines which coalition i
plausible that the payoffs for player A is likely to form.
.j
would not only have been greater, but the
Therefore the model is a "dynamic equifrequency of the AX coalition would also librium model" in that expectations are as,

I
j

i
i
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Con.~ umed to be at its maximum disequilibrium
ort>- the early stage of negotiations, and gradthe ally approach an equilibrium state at the

sub-

.

ymptote. The strongest evidence for such

and. Changesin expectations are the results of
!~in the study by Rapoport and Kahan (1976),
A's' whofound that the predictions of the barluch : gainingset gradually became more accurate
tudy' over successive iterations of their games,
rmp. Suggesting that payoffs were indeed con.
Iverging to the asymptotic solution pre~tlOn dieted by the model.
truc- i i In evaluating the proposed model there
'here 'were several discrepancies between prel~ge dietedand observed values, but at this stage
SItu- f theoretical
development the model
~w:d seems quite promising, especially because
te dtthere
other theory
that predicts
both
t. eeoalitionis noformation
and reward
division
in

~variety of
eshown that

e :~-

coalition

situations.

It can be

the model makes reasonably
com- 'accurate predictions for several studies that
lance ,:werenot included, but because of space
i,limitations,we have selected only a sample
'ofstudies to compare and review.
al It is appropriate at this point to discuss
eq,uthe
boundary conditions of the proposed
)r ISa model. First, a class of games called "pair~::n~swise quota games" (Shapley, 1953; Mas. y ehler, 1978). suggests
. that the
. hmodel
. h may
~SSIve
1 bl
't t .not b e app lca e ill games ill w IC two or
Jr.an more disjoint coalitions have positive value.
.gIV~ In the four-person case, various pairs of
,rnuch two-person coalitions can form, and the
'xs ec_problem is to predict which pair-and
in
:/not .what sequence-they
are likely to form.
;unds, This type of game leads to diffi7ulties for
ocate the . model, and suggests an Important
~e ex- boundary condition of the model: It may be
ltionsrestricted
to situations in which only a sin[)nces~ .glecoalition with positive value can simulas totaneously
occur. In the case of simple
~h ex- games, this means that two or more "winJayers ning" coalitions cannot occur indepenespec- , ,dendy and s~~ult~ne~)Usly (an improper
-e the game). In additIOn, ill Its present for~ pre,offers dictions cannot be derived for studies in
impor- ,which the "power" of a player is manipualition ,lated by the assignment of "resources," In
such games, there need not be a one-to" eqUl- ' one correspondence between resource as~e as- I signment and the strategic advantages of
I

the players, and since such resources seem
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to have an effect on coalition behavior (cf.
reviews by Gamson, 1964; Stryker, 1972),
additional assumptions will be required to
derive predictions for such situations.
For situations based on resource assignment, one possible extension of the model
is to incorporate one of the assumptions of
the bargaining theory (Komorita & Chertkoff, 1973). Such an extension assumes that
the initial expectations of the players are
based on two norms of reward division,
equality and parity, and on the first round
of negotiations (E[9), the most likely reward
division is based on splitting the difference
between the two norms. Predictions on subsequent rounds would be based on iterations of Eq. (2).
With regard to the weaknesses of the
model, one of the main problems is the
prediction of the round on which an agreement is likely to be reached. Strictly speaking, in its present form all that can be
predicted about reward division is that they
should range between round 1 and the
asymptote. It would be desirable to specify
more precisely the conditions under which
a given round is likely to yield the best
estimate of reward division. In specifying
such conditions, we have stressed individual differences in the competitive motivation of subjects, btit there are reasons to
believe that bargaining skill, familiarity,
and experience with the structure of coalition games may be equally important. It is
plausible that naive bargainers, when assigned to the "strong" (advantageous) position in a game, do not exploit their advantage to the fullest extent. This hypothesis
is consistent with the discrepancy in results
obtained by Riker (1967) and by Lieberman
(1962), discussed earlier, and is consistent
with the changes in payoffs over successive
iterations of the games reported by Rapoport and Kahan (1976). Thus, the round
that yields the best estimate of reward division may depend on many factors: the
complexity of the game, the length and
clarity of instructions, the number of practice trials (if any),' time limits and other
pressures to reach agreement, and the background and experience of subjects in reallife bargaining situations.
The problem of the effects of situational
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variables is not unique to t4e proposed
model, but is a problem for any theory that
does not directly take into account (postulate) the effects of situationa! factors on
coalition behavior. Unfortunately, most investigators, with a few notabl~ exceptions
(cf. Garnson, 1964; Riker, 1971; Stryker,
1972), have paid little attention to possible
situational variables that might diffe:r:entially affect the validity of various theories.
Gamson (1964), after reviewing the empirical literature, concluded that .each of the
theories he evaluated received some support-depending
on the conditions under
which the theory was tested. Hence, Garnson implies that some theories may be more
valid than others in some situations but less
valid in other situations. Since the proposed
model does not specify the round on which
an agreement is likely to occur, this weakness of the model may be its greatest
str~ngth: Efforts to correct this weakness
may facilitate' a systematic examination of
the effects of such situational factors on
coalition behavior.
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